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On December 11, 2019 President Trump issued an Executive Order outlawing strong criticism of Israel 
in US education and recommending that Christians and the New Testament be classed as “anti-Semitic” 
by the US government. This decree IS THE TEXT of the Jewish Anti-Defamation League’s “Anti-Semitism 
Awareness Act, S852, recently denied consideration by a US Senate committee. Trump / S852 endorse 
the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s eleven “Contemporary Examples of Anti-Semitism”, 
Sec. 2 (ii). https://womenfightantisemitism.org/ihra-definition-of-antisemitism. See the Senate Bill here:, 
and  the Executive Order here:   S852 / IHRA’s eleven examples of anti-Semitism can classify as  
“anti-Semitic” any student, teacher, administrator or even employee of U.S. Public Education who  
strongly criticizes Israel (Contemporary Examples 2, 7, 8, 10). It says public schools (but also private ones 
dispersing federal student loans) that tolerate such verbal “harassment” of Jewish students on campus 
(“creating a “hostile workplace environment”) can lose Federal funding. Prosecution is under the  
“anti-discrimination” rules of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. But persecution of outspoken critics 
of Israel on campus might also occur under Title 18 section 2A of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. It says that 
anyone whose speech (against Israel) stimulates a listener to commit a violent hate crime shall be  
punished with the same (possibly triple penalties) as the perpetrator. 

S852 also has Christians in its cross hairs. It says that any Christian (or non Christian) who agrees with the 
frequent New Testament “claims of Jews killing Jesus” is guilty of “Classical Anti-Semitism” (IHRA example 
9). Most Jews believe that the Christian charge that the Pharisees persuaded the Romans to kill Christ 
smears Jews as “Christ killers”, leading directly to the “Holocaust™”. Since the “anti-Semitic” New  
Testament allegedly led to so much Jewish suffering, S852 encourages a public consensus  that  
Christians distributing such “hate literature” should be investigated and prosecuted.

Remember, S852 was not just another Jewish ADL hate crimes bill, designed to entrap Christians. Rather, 
its insidious intentions toward Christians is now part of federal recommendation to USDE and all  
executive branches of the US government. Thus S852/IHRA’s eleven “Contemporary Examples of  
Anti-Semitism” represents Presidential endorsement of self-serving Jewish definitions of anti-Semitism.

Jesus predicted that in the last days Christians would be persecuted and “delivered to the Synagogues 
and prisons…”, Luke 21:12. Is such persecution through ADL hate laws beginning? 

Read Reverend Ted Pikes powerful article “12 ways to annul Trump’s ‘Christians are anti-semites’ decree” 
at Truthtellers. Org, 
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